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The Bambray Dining Collection helps bring paradise closer to home with its all-weather construction, 
impeccable detail, and sophisticated style -suitable for any 5-star resort. This commercial-grade collection is 
truly built to last and transforms any backyard into a tropical outdoor dining space with café chic vibes. 

Each item in the collection is made with a solid foundation, using rustproof aluminum frames, in an all-weather 
gunmetal finish, designed to withstand the test of time. The chairs are handwoven with the strongest resin 
material that withstands every day wear and tear. Their elegantly curved backrests are also designed with 
handle cut-outs for easy lifting, stacking, and unpacking. Perfect for everyday use in commercial and residential 
settings; treat yourself to a top of the line dining set from Hanover's Bambray Collection.

Features

○ Commercial patio furniture from the Bombray Collection

○ Perfect for furnishing hotel landscapes, restaurant patios, and residential backyards

○ Rustproof aluminum frames and gunmetal finish for maximum outdoor protection

○ Designed with premium, all-weather materials that are built to last outdoors

○ Built-in handles on each chair for easy lifting, stacking, and unpacking

○ High-quality resin weave is more comfortable, flexible, and outlasts traditional wicker

○ Chairs ship fully assembled and the tables require light assembly

○ 10-year limited warranty for durability you can count on

○ Quality checked, tested, and approved

Bambray Commercial  Patio Dining

https://www.hanover-products.com
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Woven Dining Chair

Part Number BAMDNCHR-1GM

Materials Aluminum/ Resin Weave

Finish Gunmetal

Overall Dimensions 25.7"D x 25.4"W x 35.8"H

Overall Weight 11 lbs.

Seat Dimensions 18.1"D x 19"W x 16.9"H

Weight Capacity (Max) 250 lbs.

30" Slat-Top 
Bistro

30" Glass-Top
Bistro

38" Slat-Top 
Dining

38" Glass-Top 
Dining

Part Number HANCMDNTBL-30SL HANCMDNTBL-30GL HANCMDNTBL-38SL HANCMDNTBL-38GL

Finish Gunmetal Gunmetal Gunmetal Gunmetal

Overall Dimensions 30"D x 30"W x 29"H 30"D x 30"W x 29"H 38"D x 38"W x 29"H 38"D x 38"W x 29"H

Overall Weight 27.6 lbs. 28.7 lbs. 36.4 lbs. 39.7 lbs.

Table Top Material Aluminum Slat Tempered Glass Aluminum Slat Tempered Glass

Weight Capacity 250 lbs. 250 lbs. 250 lbs. 250 lbs.

Umbrella Compatibility Yes Yes Yes Yes

Seating

Tables

The Bambray Collection
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